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Floodlines is a contemporary family saga exploring the impact of one man’s 

indecision in the midst of civil war. Sonnyjo is a simple person with basic needs. 

His fight is to avoid being dragged into a world he doesn’t understand or care 

for. There is no such thing as innocence and his attempts at hiding from politics 

and social pressures only generate tragic consequences for his family. 

 

Locked in a dark coal cellar, losing his fingers, one by one, Sonnyjo is helpless, 

with nothing but regrets haunting his pain. History and geography have divided 

Sonnyjo’s town in two. In bars along the Northern riverbank, his father tells 

stories and entertains crowded bars while Sonnyjo himself is shy and retiring, 

happiest when alone. He fails to see the rising anger across the two sides of the 

river or understand the political currents splitting neighbours into violent 

factions. Deemed to be an outsider who struggles to partake in the closely-knit 

society, the whole town is taken back when he meets Sinead and marries.  

Sonnyjo has only ever lived for his land and animals but family life changes 

him. They have a daughter Dovric and watching her grow is Sonnyjo’s secret 

joy. His father dies, politics encroach and Sonnyjo cannot remain completely 

neutral to the fact he is from the North and the town is increasingly divided. His 

brother-in-law Ray embarrasses him into ferrying arms to his cousins up the 

mountain on his tractor. Shortly after, Ray brings a visitor to stay, a foreigner 

whose mission is to blow up the town’s main bridge. Once again, Sonnyjo shies 

away from taking a stance, refusing even to notice the stranger’s designs on his 

daughter.  

Politics invade every aspect of the community. Sonnyjo’s neighbour Jed is from 

the Southern side of the river but has married Marlene from the North. Their 

farm straddles both sides and when Jed and Marlene’s two sons are killed in the 

fighting and the family flee, Sonnyjo immediately takes over their farm. He 

cannot imagine letting the land go to waste. In his own mind he is protecting it 

for his neighbours but once again his instincts are dangerously naive. 
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Tanks approach, the village is shelled and suddenly the town is split into two: 

there is no avoiding taking sides. Bodies fill the river, a stream of exiles flee 

down the road, the bridge is finally blown up leaving both sides even further 

apart. Sonnyjo looks on helpless, unable to accept responsibility of inevitably 

having taken sides.  

Sonnyjo’s house becomes a makeshift hospital. His wife and daughter are busy 

helping out but he remains in his own world, watching haplessly from the fields. 

Everybody is caught up in the unavoidable turmoil it is now too late to prevent 

but Sonnyjo remains oblivious. He is out tending his sheep when the final 

assault happens. He doesn’t know how to react. It doesn’t matter. It is too late. 

All that remains are the consequences of his previous indecision. 

Sonnyjo is captured, locked in a cellar. In the darkness, held hostage, his 

fingers are chopped off one by one as Jed and others wreak their vengeance. 

All he can remember are those final scenes of his wife and daughter being shot 

as they ran out the fields shouting his name. All he’d wanted was a family but 

now, the guilt of inaction is all that remains. 
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